Student Protests at Purdue
A Protest Sampler
Ruth Mazur Hart’s (?) Flowchart

1. GENERAL UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION: FLOWCHART
2. DECIDE STUDENT BODY
   - YES: RAISE FEES
   - NO: PROTESTS
3. PROTESTS
   - YES: VACATION
   - NO: DECIDE SELF NON-STUPID
4. DECIDE SELF NON-STUPID
   - WAIT
   - YES: CALL STATE COPS
   - NO: ARREST THEM
5. ARREST THEM
   - YES: DECLARE SELF NON-STUPID AGAIN
   - NO: WAIT FOR INEVITABLE BUILDING TAKEOVER
6. WAIT FOR INEVITABLE BUILDING TAKEOVER
7. VIGILANTS FORMED
   - PHASE II
   - YES: DECIDE SELF NON-STUPID
   - NO: PROTESTS Dying OUT
8. PROTESTS Dying OUT
   - YES: VACATION
   - NO: CALL STATE COPS
9. VACATION
10. FEES BUILT TO GOVERNOR